Games/Activities for ‘Virtual Gatherings’

For the foreseeable future online and virtual gatherings are going to have to form a part of what we offer young people, children and families. With that in mind, here are some ideas to help inspire you to be creative with the way young engage virtually:

Game ideas for online meet ups such as Zoom calls:

Purely speaking games

**Psychiatrist:**

One person is the psychiatrist. They need to ‘leave the room’, which could involve putting them in a break out room on their own or just asking them to mute their audio for a bit (depending on how much you trust them!). You will need to call them back in though! The other players need to decide a rule which will determine how they answer questions. For example, the rule can be “answer yes if you’re a boy, answer no if you’re a girl”. When the psychiatrist comes in, they ask questions to anybody to try and work out what the rule is. It’s a big favourite and works well as people can drop out if needs be (as long as they aren’t the Psychiatrist!).

**Purple Kingdom:**

It’s the same as Psychiatrist but in reverse – one person comes up with a rule about what can enter the ‘Purple Kingdom’. For example, the rule could be that the object has to start with the same letter as the person’s first name. The person who came up with the rule (say if they were called Bob) could then say “I can get into the Purple Kingdom with bananas”. Taking it in turns, the others (who don’t know the rule) ask if they can get into the purple kingdom with something. For example: “Can I get into the Purple Kingdom with sheep?” would be answered by either yes or no, depending on who is asking. Keep asking questions until someone thinks they’ve figured out the rule, which they can guess on their turn. The rule can be anything, but obviously make it guessable!

**Walrus:**

One person needs to ‘leave the room’. The other players think of an action of some kind they’re going to replace with the word ‘Walrus’. The player who went out will then ask questions to determine what ‘Walrus’ means. For example, if Walrus meant ‘walking’ that round, you could answer “How often do you Walrus” with “I Walrus every day”. You’d probably want to be a bit more creative than that and make it a bit harder to guess!

**Bring Me:**

This is a bit more of an active game that might be a bit more dependent on where people are. The aim of the game is simple, the leader says an object and everyone has to try and find it and bring it back. You’d probably give people a thirty second timer to find the object, as you don’t want anyone looking for too long. You might want to motivate them with giving them the opportunity to choose the next
object for example, as long as they aren’t too silly.

**Empires:**

Each person needs to think of a famous person to be their new name. They don’t tell anyone what it is; they send it to their leader using the chat function (privately). Once everyone has a new identity (you can add some names you made up yourself to make it harder), the leader reads out the names in a random order. Someone starts by asking someone if they are one of the names they just heard and if they are wrong, the person who was asked asks someone else. If they get it right, they move into their ‘empire’ and they get another go. The person who is the last to be guessed, who will have everyone in their empire, wins.

**Pictionary:**

Using the whiteboard on Zoom, you can get one person to draw something that everyone else has to then guess. You can do it in teams or by the rules of whomever guesses it right draws next. There are random word generators on the internet you can use if needed, or you could plan some words to fit around a theme or plan.

**Hum the tune:**

Very straightforward – one person hums a song and everyone else has to then guess what it is. If they guess correctly, they get to hum next.

**Contact:**

One lead person thinks of a word without telling anyone – for example, ‘tower’. They would then say what the first letter of the word is, which is T. The other players have to try and think of a way to describe a word, any word, beginning with T so that only them and someone else can get without the lead person guessing. For example, one person might say “pigs find them”. If someone else says “Contact”, they count down “5,4,3,2,1” and then say the word they’re thinking of (truffles) at the same time. If they both say the correct word at the same time without the lead person saying the correct word, they earn another letter of the word – then the letter would be O. If the contact people don’t get the same word or the lead person gets the word right too, it stays on the same letter (T). Every time a new letter is added, someone can try and guess the word. If they get it right, they get to be the lead person and make the new word. It’s a little tricky to understand fully at first but once it gets going it’s a really fun game that you can participate in as much or as little as you want.

**Sorry I’m late…:**

One person says “Sorry I’m late” then describes (loosely) something a character did in a film. For example, “Sorry I’m late, I’ve been trapped in the jungle for 26 years”. If someone guesses the film correctly (Jumanji), they say their sentence next. Eventually someone might run out of films and then whoever has one can say theirs. You can also play by just describing a film and guessing the film, although you need to be loose in your description to make it hard.

**Two truths and a lie:**

Everyone thinks of two truths and a lie about themselves. Taking it in turns, probably starting with whoever has actually finished writing theirs, they tell their two truths and a lie. The other players have
to try and guess which is the lie, which is then revealed.

Technology-reliant games

**Spaceteam:**

Apple: https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/spaceteam/id570510529 (free)


It's probably the most popular and totally 100% free multiplayer phone game ever. Basically the game is shouting instructions that your phone gives you to whomever needs to follow that instruction. If you do enough of them wrong/too late, you explode and lose. A great way to have loads of people shouting at each other in seconds!

(You have to select ‘internet’ at the top and use a password – it worked fine in a test but it is designed to be played locally so results may vary).

**Skribbl.io:**

It’s basically Pictionary that you can play competitively without needing to score or provide words. It’s totally free, just type skribbl.io into the search bar. One person creates a private room and everyone else can join using the invite link below ‘start game’. Once everyone is ready, start the game – and that’s it! It is a little difficult to do on mobile because it’s not designed for mobile phones, but it is somewhat playable even if it’s a bit hard to draw. A computer, laptop or tablet would be a lot easier to use. It might be easier to use the whiteboard on Zoom if many people are using phones.

Activities people can do ‘together’ even when not meeting up in person:
Challenges:

This takes more time and set up than it seems to begin with. Using your most effective communication media set a series of daily (or weekly) challenges for your young people/families to complete. Before setting each challenge, record yourself completing it as an example. Every challenge should be awarded points and the people with the most points should be given a prize at the end.

As an extra activity, you could have the young people/families set challenges for you to complete with people voting on what they would most like you to attempt.

Teach me:

Most people have a passion. A good way to engage in it is to get them to teach you how to do it. Again using your most effective communication media, why not put out a request to be taught some stuff. Obviously this would need to be socially distanced but could be done over a video call or outside at 2m distance. Ideally you would record the experience and show highlights to the rest of the group.

Group tasks:

Either outside, or in a communally accessible indoor space, why not set a communal challenge that can be completed one person at a time. This could be a patchwork quilt, a jigsaw, a piece of art work, building something out of lego or wood. Any time anyone has some spare time they could head over to the project and complete a bit of it. For safety the group would need to agree not to attend if someone else is there (could have booking system, or just a message, or an agreement that if you arrive and see if someone is there you leave), plus there would need to be hand sanitiser or another way of cleaning hands before and after each activity.

Treasure hunt:

In your town or village, hide a series of prizes and lots of different spread out locations. Then message the group, either with a set of cryptic picture showing where things are hidden, or, if you are feeling really creative, a riddle to crack for each hiding place. People can look for them whenever they like but if they find one, encourage them to message the group to ensure people don’t waste time looking for prizes that are already gone!

Led/creative prayer:

Praying ‘communally’ helps to encourage a sense of connection. Either by having a set prayer topic and prayer slots (much like 24/7) or by setting up a prayer space in the church with creative ways to engage in prayer (using the contemplative tool kit or other prayer resources). This way people can connect with a type of communal prayer at a time that works for them.

Virtual bake off:

Ideally over Zoom but can be done over the phone or just all at the same agreed time, give everyone a recipe and you can all bake together at the same time. It’s good fun, encourages conversation and works well with a group of mixed ages and baking abilities. If you have capacity you could buy and deliver ingredients in advance for anyone taking part and afterwards people could agree to drop what they have made round to each other’s houses and judge between yourselves who has done the best (everyone loves free cake!)
Hopefully there should be something here you can do with your group, however if you would like themed ideas for a specific event, or you can’t find anything here that works with your group dynamic, please feel free to get in touch with one of the Youth and Childrens team for a chat about some ideas that might work for you…

Olly - 07539 747237 or pdym@oxford.anglican.org
Yvonne - yvonne.morris@oxford.anglican.org
Ian - ian.macdonald@oxford.anglican.org